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Current 
Training in 
Dental Offices
Slide 2

How were you trained?

How much training did you receive?

Did you feel prepared to do your job?

Why is Training 
Good for 
Business?
Slide 4

How can our practice benefit most from a well-trained staff?

What new skills do you want to acquire?

Do we see a negative impact in our office due to lack of training?

New Hire 
Training
Slides 7-11

What do we do to train our new hires? Are we prepared to train?

How long do our new hires stay? Do we have high turnover?

Can we explain the "why" behind how we do things?

Could we benefit as a practice by slowing down and not throwing 
too much at them at one time?

A deeper look at how we train in our office and a comparison of what we do today versus 
what we should do for new hires and existing employees. Each section below is 
accompanied by questions intended to spark discussion among the team.  We 

recommend you pause the webinar and take a moment to share your thoughts, ideas and 
experiences with each other so you can implement a strong training program that retains 

new hires as well as develops and stretches the current employees in their roles.

How to Implement Training that Works
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Continual 
Training
Slides 14-15

When was the last time you trained?

Do you feel you are fully trained in your position or are you 
open to training  to learn a better or more efficient way?

Do you feel empowered to ask for more training for your role 
or a new one?

Training Styles
Slides 17-19

What kind of learner are you - Auditory, Visual or Kinesthetic?

Are we blending our training types and offering options for you to 
be successful?

Implementing 
Training
Slides 21-26

List and discuss what obstacles and issues you face with training.

Look at each obstacle or issue.  What can you do to solve it?

How can we fit training into our day, week or month and culture?

Do we have a space available to designate for training?

What ideas do you have to get everyone's buy-in?


